9. SKILLS
Leading Universities working on a shared campus. Specialisms:
- University of Exeter: Engineering, Mathematics and Physical Sciences (engineering structures, control systems, remote sensing applications)
- Falmouth University: Digital Economy, Sustainable Design and Smart Energy
- University of Plymouth: security, communications and networks, fixed mobile satellite communications and intelligent robotic & autonomous systems

8. SUPPLY CHAIN
- Fully operational satellite communications teleport
- Carries business internet data
- Command and control centre gateway
- New Enterprise Zone
- UK Catapult South West Centre of Excellence in Satellite Applications
- Space vehicle tracking and Comms

10. LIFESTYLE AND HIGH VALUE TOURISM
An existing, “ready-made”, high value tourism infrastructure network

BLOODHOUND
A rocket and jet powered vehicle capable of achieving 1,000mph, designed to inspire young people to pursue careers in STEM subjects and being tested at aerohub, Cornwall Airport Newquay